Supply List for Jennifer Diehl's Painting Class
© Jennifer Diehl 2017
*Please bring a few photos that you like and have taken of city scenes (Jennifer will also
bring some in digital format)
*Laptop/ ipad to display your images on
*camera (your camera must have a cord, or some other way to get the images from the
camera to the screen that you are displaying them on.
Drawing Supplies:
*Sketchbook (Strathmore 400 series, medium weight, lightly textured, acid free paper is a good
one, but we’re not picky about this, so whatever you have works great.)
*pen or pencil for taking notes and creating thumbnails
Painting Supplies:
*one 16x20 Canvas or canvas board.
*Odorless Thinner (Gamsol is a good one. And obviously some sort of sealable glass or metal
container as well)
*Flat, long bristle Brushes, sizes: 2,4,6,8, 10, 12 (Filberts are okay, but I prefer to buy flats as they
inevitably turn into filberts anyway.)
*Paper Towels
*Neo Megilp (a Gamblin medium)
*plastic grocery bag for garbage
*Portable Easel (preferably not a table top easel)
*surgical gloves (can protect you from becoming allergic to your paints)
*Spray bottle of Simple Green (found at any grocery store)
*vine charcoal
Oil Paints:
*Titanium White
*Hansa Yellow Light (Gamblin Brand)
*Cadmium Yellow Light (unless Gamblin brand, in which case it needs to be Cad Yellow Medium)
*Ochre
*Raw Sienna
*Indian Yellow (NOT Utrecht Brand)
*Cadmium Orange Medium (In Utrecht brand it should be Cad Orange LIGHT)
*Cadmium Red (LIGHT in Utrecht brand)
*Quinacridone Magenta
*Burnt Sienna (should be super dark and transparent) OR Transparent Earth Red (gamblin)
*Burnt Umber (NOT Gamblin's)
*Raw Umber(either Gamblin's raw or burnt is great for this color, but DO NOT use Utrecht's)
*Sap Green (NOT Utrecht's......it should look super dark…I like Gamblin)
*Phthalo Green (Ambusson is also acceptable…. Sometimes it says phthalo green “blue shade”)
*Phthalo Blue (NOT Gamblin)
*Cobalt Blue
*Ultramarine Blue
*Ivory Black (Mars black is ok as well)
*Dioxazine Purple
*Manganese Violet

